
The Universal Robotics Challenge is designed to foster an interest and passion
for robotics, bringing together kids from across the world to compete using 

robots they create and program themselves.
This year's competition features three divisions held exclusively online.
★ All competitions use the ArtecRobo platform and Artec Blocks.
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Follow the rulebook to create your
robot and upload your presentation

to YouTube!

Take on the challenge of creating
your own original robot and upload

it to YouTube!

Open up your Internet browser and 
test your programming skills online 
using the GoTechUp simulator!

Hosted by the Artec Co., Ltd. UNIVERSAL ROBOTICS CHALLENGE Executive Committee

Find out
more at

Compete to win your very own
ArtecRobo 2.0 kit! 

Visit the website for more details!

Automated Industry Stop the Spread Germ Busters

The Universal Robotics Challenge is designed to foster an interest and passion
for robotics, bringing together kids from across the world to compete using 

robots they create and program themselves

Three online divisions

Apply online from home or anywhere else!Apply online from home or anywhere else!

International robotics
competitions for
elementary and
middle schoolers

Compete from
around the world!

第5回大会
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https://urc21.org/en/
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Hosted by the Artec Co., Ltd. UNIVERSAL ROBOTICS CHALLENGE Executive Committee

The Universal Robotics Challenge
Inspiring passion for robotics by bringing kids across the world together
to compete in building and programming their own robots.

All competitions use the ArtecRobo platform and Artec Blocks.

■ Sponsors

■ Media Sponsors

https://www.urc21.org/en/Find out more at

The 5th

Automated Industry Stop the Spread Germ Busters
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Follow the rulebook to create your
robot and upload your presentation

to YouTube!

Take on the challenge of creating
your own original robot and upload

it to YouTube!

Open up your Internet browser and
test your programming skills online
using the GoTechUp simulator!

The Challenge The Challenge The Challenge

Build an automated transport 
robot like those used in 

factories and warehouses to 
move products, deliver 

packages on the road, or set 
tables in restaurants, and use 
it to take on the mission of 
precisely moving cargo blocks!

The current age has brought 
all manner of innovations to 
help us stay socially distant 
and hygienic. Plan and build 
your own robot and show off 
what makes it original as well 
as how it works to stop the 

spread!

Program and compete with an 
ArtecRobo car in a fully-3D 
robotics simulator! The Virtual 
Robotics division gives you 60 
minutes to clear missions across 
three stages and get the highest 

score possible!
★ Programming in the GoTechUp 
robotics simulator is based on 

Scratch 3.0.

Entry Fee Entry Fee Entry Fee

★ Per entrant. ★ Per entrant. ★ Per entrant.

Apply starting July 5th, 2021!

K0521

Contact us at:

https://www.artec-kk.co.jp/en/contact/

Special thanks to: Gakken Method Co., Ltd.


